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Abstract: Pattern of inheritance were examined for seed oil and protein 
percentage in 8 x 8 diallel cross analysis of upland cotton. Additive (D) and non-
additive (H1 and H2) gene effects were present for both the traits. Dominance 
component (H1), however, was higher than the additive (D) component for both 
the characters. Asymmetrical distributions of dominant and recessive genes in 
the parents were observed for both the characters. Low to high estimates of 
narrow sense heritability was obtained for oil and protein percentage. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Cottonseed oil is premium quality oil, and there are several reasons for 
this, first of all, it has no cholesterol, it is a vegetable oil and vegetable oil 
doesn’t have cholesterol. Second, cottonseed oil has a fatty acid profile 
that makes it acceptable as healthful oil. This profile gives it 
characteristics that make it very useful as cooking and frying oil Boghara 
et al. [1985]. It is one of the healthful domestic vegetable oil that is grown 
and processed in Pakistan. Today cottonseed oil is the number one oil in 
Pakistan comprising about 65% of the domestic oil supply. The third 
reason is cottonseed oil’s taste and flavor. It is blended oil, and does not 
mask the flavor of foods cooked in it. 
Little is known about the nature of gene action for oil content and protein 
percentage in G. hirsutum L, despite an early awareness of the good 
qualities of cotton seed oil, systematic investigations on the inheritance 
were initiated by Kohel [1980], and in isolated instances Boghara et al. 
[1985] and Khan et al. [1992]. However, these studies are essential in 
knowing genetic trends, which would allow the development of more 
efficient selection methods and genetic populations. The present 
investigation aims to obtain such information with reference to oil content 
and protein percentage, which may ultimately make a sound basis for 
further improvement work in upland cotton in Pakistan. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
PLANT MATERIAL 
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From the elite working collection at Cotton Research Institute (CRI) 
Faisalabad, eight cultivars were chosen on the basis of comparable 
maturity duration and for some particular attributes as shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Particular attributes of cotton cultivars 
Sr.No. Cultivar  name Particular attribute. 

1 Laokra 5.5 Okra type leaf 
2 DPL - 7340-424 Nectariless 
3 Fregobract Fregobracts 
4 Glandless 4195-220 Glandless 
5 SA100 Red leaves 
6 Stoneville-857 Nectariless 
7 S-12 High Yielding Local Cultivar 
8 AC-134 Local Cultivar 

 
GLASSHOUSE CULTIVATION 
Five seeds of all these cultivars were grown in 30 x 30 cm earthen pots 
containing a mixture of equivalent volumes of sand, soil and farm yard 
manure from mid November 1993 to mid March 1994. Temperature within 
the glasshouse was maintained at 30°C during the day and 25°C at night 
by using steam as well as electric heaters. The plants were exposed to 
natural sunlight and supplemented with artificial lighting, a photoperiod of 
16 hours. Seedlings were thinned to one plant per pot after two weeks of 
planting and after every 14 days 0.25 g of Urea (Nitrogen fertilizer) was 
added to each pot, plants were watered daily. The seed parents were 
emasculated manually and pollinated to produce enough hybrid seed. 
Extreme precautionary measures were taken to avoid alien pollen 
contamination. 
 
FIELD EVALUATION 
The seeds of 56F1 hybrids and their parents were sown in the field (soil 
type was clay loam) on first June 1994, in a triplicate randomized 
complete block design. The growth protocol was identical for all the 
genotypes. The experimental plot was a 3.3-meter line single row with 
intra and inter row distances of 30 cm and 75 cm respectively. 
The F1 hybrid and parents were self-pollinated to raise F2 progeny. On 1st 
June 1995; F2 progeny was sown in the same field also in a triplicate 
randomized complete block design (RCBD). The plot size for each cross 
in each replication was 3.3 x 6 meters. Ten plants in F1 generation in each 
replication were randomly selected for data recording. While in F2 
generation, data was collected from sixty plants in each replication. 
 
SEED OIL 
Within each replication, all selfed bolls from each cross and from each 
parent were hand harvested at maturity. All the bolls of each plant were 
ginned individually by electric gin. Seeds were delinted with commercial 
grade sulfuric acid, and dried. Oil content was estimated on a wide line 
low resolution Newport NMR 4000. Each boll was analyzed individually 
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with a 2 ml sample probe and then average of each genotype per 
replication was computed. 
 
PROTEIN PERCENTAGE 
After oil content analysis a representative seed sample of each genotype 
were grinded. The powder thus obtained was analyzed for protein 
percentage by Kjeldahl method: 
    Volume of acid used x 100 x 14 
   Nitrogen   Percentage =    ___________________________ 

       Weight of sample x 1000 
 
Percentage of protein =N2 percentage x 5.30  
Because 5.30 is the factor for protein in cotton. 
 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
The analysis of variance technique [Steel and Torrie 1980] was followed 
to determine the variation among the genotypes. The simple additive – 
dominance model approach of Hayman [1954, 1957], Jinks [1954], 
Mather and Jinks [1982] was followed afterwards for genetic analysis and 
for the estimation of components of genetic variation. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The mean sum of squares and appropriate degrees of freedom for 
analysis of variance (Table 2) indicated that the differences among sixty-
four genotypes were highly significant at 0.01 percent probability level in 
F1 and F2 generations. These significant differences indicated that the 
parents were diverse for the characters studied and that this diversity 
could be transmitted to the off springs and it validated the genetic 
analysis of the data. 
 
Table 2: Estimates of mean square (Genotype, Error) of Protein percentage and Seed Oil percentage 

Mean Square Parameters 
Genotype Error 

F1 26.10** 1.07 Protein Percentage 
F2 11.13** 0.20 
F1 11.14** 0.06 Oil Percentage 
F2 08.63** 0.13 

** = Indicates significant differences at P <0.01 probability level. 
 
PROTEIN PERCENTAGE 
Both regression analysis and array analysis invalidated the additive-
dominance model in F1 generation and rescaling was done [Jinks 1954] 
and two parent arrays SA-100 and S-12 were removed from the analysis 
in F1. The mean sum of squares (Table 2) showed that the differences 
among forty eight genotypes in F1 and Sixty four genotypes in F2 were 
highly significant at 0.01 probability level in both F1 and F2 generations. 
These significant differences validate genetic analysis of the data. 
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Table 3: Diallel analysis of variance table for oil percentage and protein 
Parameters Oil percentage Protein percentage 

D. F. Mean Square  D.  F.           Mean Square  
Item F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 

a 6 7 40.70 ns 35.21n.s 5 7 161.31 ns 104.19** 
b 21 28 27.01 ** 29.41** 15 28 38.46** 23.83** 
b1 1 1 61.12 ns 01.88 ns 1 1 152.35 ns 139.73* 
b2 6 7 23.41 ns 59.94** 5 7 48.59 ns 47.51* 
b3 14 20 26.12 ns 20.11 ns 9 20 20.17 ns 9.75 ns 
c 6 7 75.66** 31.99 ns 5 7 191.533** 62.19* 
d 15 21 13.02 ns 16.05 ns 10 21 39.97 ns 12.94 ns 
e 48 63 20.17 17.00 35 63 50.06 21.86 

 
Table 4: Test of regression coefficient of Wr on Vr for seed protein and seed oil percentage in 

Gossypium hirsutum L. 

Parameter Regression  coefficient Standard error of 
regression SE (b) t-value for b=0 t-value for b=1 

F1 -0.108 0.344 -0.31 ns 3.22* Seed protein 
percentage F2 1.102 0.36 3.070* -0.284 ns 

F1 0.61 0.202 3.020* 1.93 ns Seed oil 
percentage F2 0.95 0.225 4.220* 0.234 ns 

 
Table 5: Heterogeneity test for (Wr+Vr) and (Wr-Vr) estimates for Seed Protein and Seed Oil 

percentage in Gossypium hirsutum L. 
Source Seed protein percentage Seed oil percentage 
 F1 F2 F1 F2 
  D. F. M.S. D. F. M.S. D. F. M.S. D. F. M.S. 
Wr + Vr between array 5 2.31 ns 7 14.11** 6 5.22** 7 51.33** 
Wr + Vr  within array 12 3.47 16 0.512 14 0.067 16 0.334 

Wr - Vr between array 5 3.21 ns 7 2.10** 6 0.645** 7 3.897** 
Wr  - Vr within array 12 1.56 16 0.13 14 0.041 16 0.203 

 
A thorough probe into (Table 3) indicated that item (a) and (b) both were 
significant in F1 and F2 generations which showed that additive and 
dominance effects were present. The (b1) item was non significant in F1 
generation which indicated absence of directional dominance effects 
while it was significant in F2 generation. The (b2) item was non significant 
in F1 generation while it was significant in F2 generation thereby indicating 
symmetrical distribution of genes in F2 generation. The (b3) component 
was non significant for both the generations showed that specific gene 
effects were present for protein percentage. The (c) item was significant 
for both the generations, which showed that maternal effects were 
present, so (a) was retested against it. After retesting (a) become non 
significant which means that additive effects were masked by the 
presence of maternal effects. The (d) item was non significant for both the 
generations which indicated that reciprocal effects were absent. 
Mather and Jinks [1982] analysis of the diallel data was followed, the 
regression coefficient (b= 0.108 + 0.344) presented in Table 4 revealed 
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that it was non-significantly departed at 0.05 probability level from zero 
and significantly differ from unity in F1 generation for protein percentage. 
This significant departure rendered the additive dominance model to be 
inadequate for data. 
 

 

Wr 

 
 

 

Fig.1: Wr vs. Vr graph for Protein percentage for F1 generation. 

 
Fig. 2: Wr + Vr vs. P graph for Protein percentage for F1 generation.  

The variance and covariance analysis (Table 5) for F1 and F2 generations    
showed the analysis of variance of arrays which elaborated that there 
was no evidence of dominance effects as the mean square between 
arrays for Wr + Vr was non-significant. While the mean square between 
arrays for Wr - Vr was also non-significant in F1 generation for this 
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character, emphasizing partial adequacy of additive-dominance 
hypothesis. Hence legitimate graphic analysis of regression of Wr on Vr is 
necessary. The presentation given in Fig. 1 revealed that regression line 
intercepted the covariance axis above the origin (D > H1), which signified 
the additive with partial dominance type of genetic mechanism for protein 
percentage. Fig. 1 also divulged that DPL 7340-424 possessed the 
maximum number of dominant genes while Laokra 5.5 contained 
maximum number of recessive alleles for protein percentage while other 
cultivars contain 50:50 percent dominant and recessive genes due to their 
position at middle of the regression line. 
The parental values of protein percentage were plotted against Wr + Vr in 
Fig. 2, which showed that in general the high protein percentage gave the 
larger values of Wr + Vr and so must be carrying fewer dominant genes. 
The positive correlation (r = 0.022) between parental values and their Wr 
+ Vr indicated that genes which lower the protein percentage were tend to 
be dominant. 
The results presented in Table 4 showed regression coefficient (b=1.102 
+ 0.360) of F2 generation for protein percentage differed significantly at 
0.05 percent level of significance from zero but not from unity, which 
indicated the adequacy of additive-dominance model. The analysis of 
variance of arrays indicated that for F2 generation mean square between 
array of Wr + Vr and Wr - Vr were significant at 0.01 percent probability 
level. 
The significant Wr - Vr mean squares between arrays due to the presence 
of non-allelic interaction hence invalidate the model and did not permit for 
further analysis. This being the case, it was not legitimate to produce 
graphs of Wr on Vr for F2 generation. Khan et al. [1992] observed over 
dominance type of gene action for protein percentage, which was not in 
agreement with our results. The difference of the results might be 
attributed to different genetic stock and ecology of the breeding place. 
 
OIL PERCENTAGE 
In F1 generation both the tests i.e. regression analysis and analysis of 
arrays invalidate the model, so rescaling was performed [Jinks 1954] and 
the parent Fregobract was removed from the parental arrays and then the 
analysis was proceed as follows. The ordinary analysis of variance of F1 
and F2 generation’s (Table 2) showed significant variation at 0.01 percent 
level of significance for oil percentage. Thus permitting the data for diallel 
analysis. 
The diallel analysis from Table 3 predicated that the (a) component was 
non significant in both the generations which showed the absence of 
additive effects, while significance of (b) item showed the presence of 
dominance effects. The (b1) component of (b) was non significant which 
indicated the absence of directional dominance effects.  The (b2) was also 
non significant in F1 generation showing asymmetrical distribution of 
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genes, while it was significant in F2 generation. The non-significance of 
(b3) items in both the generations showed that specific gene effects were 
absent.  The (c) component was non significant in F2 generation, while it 
was significant in F1 generation thereby showing presence of maternal 
effects, due to its significance item (a) was retested against (c) mean 
square and after retesting (a) remain non significant. The item (d) was 
non significant for both F1 and F2 generations thereby showing absence 
of reciprocal effects. 
The regression analysis presented in Table 4 revealed that regression 
coefficient for F1 and F2 populations departed significantly at 0.05 percent 
level of significance from zero but insignificantly differ at 0.05 percent 
level of significance from unity. The regression analysis qualified the F1 
and F2 population data for diallel assumptions of no epistacy, no multiple 
allelism and un-correlated gene distribution. The data for second test i.e. 
analysis of variance of array were given in Table 5, which invalidate the 
additive dominance model for F1 and F2 populations. The mean squares 
for Wr + Vr were significant at 0.01 percent level of significance in both the 
generations hence they showed presence of dominance. While the mean 
square between arrays for Wr - Vr was also non-significant, in F1 and F2 
generations. Laconically, it was clear from the above results and 
discussion that additive-dominance model did not provide valid basis for 
F1 and F2 populations, so their further analysis of the diallel data was 
stopped. 
Involvement of gene interactions i.e. Epistasis in the inheritance of oil 
percentage was also reported by Bary et al. [1975], Boghara et al. [1985], 
and Singh et al. [1985]. While Khan et al. [1992] reported additive gene 
action with partial dominance for the control of oil percentage.  
 
GENETIC PARAMETERS 
The estimates of the component of variation analysis given in Table 6 
showed that dominance (H1 and H2) components of genetic variation 
exceeded the additive component (D) for both the characters in F1 and F2 
generations supporting “over dominance”. These results were consistent 
with the diallel cross analysis by Dani [1984], in which dominance effects 
were found to be more important for the oil characteristics. In a similar 
study involving four-parent diallel analysis Young and Murray [1966] 
reported similar type of results. 
The existences of unequal gene frequencies in the parents were 
suggested by (H1 - H2), as H2 component was smaller than H1. The 
asymmetrical distribution of genes in the parents were further evidenced 
by the value of H2 / 4H1 (Table 6), which were found to be less than 
maximum value of 0.25 for both of the characters in both the generations, 
which arises when U = V = 0.5 over all loci. 
The positive F value also indicates gene asymmetry i.e. there were more 
dominant than recessive alleles in parents for these characters (Table 6). 
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Except in seed protein F1 generation where F value is negative which 
showed more recessive alleles than dominant which is also confirmed by 
the value of proportion of dominant and recessive genes in the parents 
which is less than one for F1 generation of seed protein, while more than 
one for all the other, thus confirming more recessive alleles in F1 of seed 
protein while more dominant in others. 
 
Table 6: Estimates of Components of Variation for Seed Oil and Protein percentage.  

Seed protein percentage Seed oil percentage 
Components 

F1 F2 F1 F2 

D 1.56ns ± 0.82 6.76* ± 0.63 2.61* ± 0.35 6.18* ± 0.85 
H1 11.08* ± 2.09 35.82* ± 5.83 7.82* ± 0.85 45.35* ± 7.8 
H2 7.74* ± 1.87 20.25* ± 5.07 5.97* ± 0.75 25.54* ± 6.8 
h2 0.18ns ± 1.26 26.23* ± 3.40 3.32* ± 0.51 -0.24ns ± 4.5 
F -0.95ns ± 2.01 15.89* ± 2.99 3.20* ± 0.85 20.71* ± 3.99 
E2 0.41ns ± 0.31 0.07 ns ± 0.21 0.02ns ± 0.13 0.04ns ± 0.28 

(H1/D)0.5 2.67 1.15 1.732 1.36 
H2 / 4H1 0.18 0.141 0.191 0.141 
Kd / Kr 0.796 -96.98 2.08 -9.42 

K = h2 / H2 1.19 1.296 0.56 -0.01 
h2 (ns) 0.56 0.783 0.29 0.77 

 
Net dominance effect obtained by (h2) estimates expressed as algebraic 
sum over all loci in heterozygous condition in all of the crosses were non 
significant for seed oil percentage (F2 generation), which suggested that 
substantial contribution of dominance was not due to heterogeneity of loci 
for this parameter in this generation. The non-significant value of (E2) 
environmental component of variation indicated that environment did not 
play any role in the phenotypic expression of these characters in both the 
generations.  
The overall degree of dominance ratio (H1/D)0.5 were more than unity for 
both the characters, which indicated the operation of over dominance. 
The number of gene groups exhibiting dominance to some degree, 
estimated on h2/H2 was above unity for seed proteins while below unity for 
seed oil percentage, so more than one group of genes control the seed 
protein character. 
Narrow sense heritability is a reflection of the amount of additive fixable, 
heritable variation. The low additive effect decreases heritability values for 
oil percentage (F1). However all the other showed high h2 (n.s.). Intra 
seasonal variation in seed quality can result in cultivar’s fruiting time 
interactions thus, imposing limitations on some genetic models [Dani and 
Kohel 1987]. 
The estimates of the genetic components indicated that non-additive 
genetic components were important in governing the seed protein and oil 
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percentage in cotton. Biparental mating in early generations among the 
selected cotton lines and delayed selection in later generations are 
recommended for the improvement of these characters. 
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